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ABSTRACT: We image charge carrier transport over nanometers−
micrometers and picoseconds−microseconds in halide double perov-
skites Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgTlBr6 single crystals using stroboscopic
scattering microscopy. Both materials exhibit long, microsecond
carrier lifetimes because of their indirect or symmetry-forbidden
direct bandgaps. We extract free-charge and trap-limited mobilities
near the surface and in the crystal bulk. The free-charge mobilities for
both materials (∼10−50 cm2/(V s)) can reach those reported for
archetypal lead halide perovskites. We measure trap densities
exceeding 1017 cm−3 within ∼20 nm of the crystal surface.
Measurements on freshly cleaved or thermally annealed crystals
suggest the traps are primarily halide vacancies that likely form through surface bromine degassing. Although these traps
considerably slow charge transport, they are energetically shallow, enabling thermally induced detrapping and mobile carriers
over microseconds at room temperature. This defect tolerance yields carrier diffusion lengths exceeding 1 μm even in the
presence of large trap densities and under solar excitation conditions where traps are not saturated. These results suggest that
halide double perovskites could rival the best lead-based perovskites for photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications.

Lead-based halide perovskite semiconductors enable
conversion efficiencies exceeding 20% in photovoltaic
devices despite being processed at low temperatures

and from solution, inevitably leading to large material
disorder.1−3 Chemical analogues are needed to both under-
stand the remarkable properties of these materials, as well as to
solve issues that currently reduce their commercialization
potential, including high toxicity and poor stability. Lead-free
double perovskites are emerging as viable candidates to replace
archetypal lead halide perovskites because of their high
stability, potential for low toxicity, and promising optical
properties.4−15 Here we spatiotemporally visualize carrier
dynamics and transport in single crystals of two recently
synthesized double perovskites: Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgTlBr6
(Figure 1a), henceforth termed Ag−Bi and Ag−Tl, respec-
tively.10,11 These materials possess indirect (Ag−Bi) and
symmetry-forbidden direct (Ag−Tl) bandgaps, as shown in
our density functional theory (DFT) band structure calcu-
lations (Figure 1b), as well as in previous reports.4,6,11,15 While
indirect bandgaps require momentum exchange with phonons
to enable optical transitions at the band edge, forbidden
bandgaps have optical transitions that are disallowed by the
inversion symmetry of the electronic states at the band

edge.16,17 The resulting low optical transition probabilities near
the band edges in both indirect and symmetry-forbidden
bandgap materials suppress radiative recombination of carriers.
Both Ag−Bi and Ag−Tl therefore possess long carrier lifetimes
in the microsecond regime.10−13,15 Despite the weak optical
transition probability near the symmetry-forbidden band edge
of Ag−Tl, the absorption coefficient rapidly increases to ∼105
cm−1 a few hundred meV above the band-edge.11 As such, the
symmetry-forbidden bandgap provides an attractive balance of
large absorption coefficients and long carrier lifetimes, ideal for
solar energy-harvesting applications.
Beyond large absorption coefficients and long carrier

lifetimes, long carrier diffusion lengths (and thus large
mobilities) are necessary to enable useful extraction of
photogenerated carriers. Although carrier mobilities in Ag−
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Tl have never been characterized, Ag−Bi was investigated
using space charge limited current7 and time-resolved
microwave conductance (TRMC),18,19 with reported mobi-
lities ranging between 1 and 12 cm2/(V s). These methods are
either spatiotemporally or spatially averaged measures of
carrier mobilities; while powerful, they can neither disentangle
surface versus bulk effects, nor directly characterize temporal
heterogeneity in carrier mobilities without prior assumptions.
Surfaces dictate efficiencies in devices requiring surface charge
extraction,20 like in traditional photovoltaic architectures. To
investigate the fundamental properties of double perovskites
and their promise for future photovoltaic or optoelectronic
applications, we therefore need methods capable of moving
beyond spatiotemporally averaged figures of merits to
characterize near-surface versus bulk material properties,
including defect densities, and the relationship between these
spatially inhomogeneous properties and charge carrier
dynamics. In this study, we use stroboscopic scattering
microscopy (stroboSCAT),21 a recently developed tool that
directly images carrier transport with high spatiotemporal
resolution, to characterize carrier mobilities, lifetimes, diffusion
lengths, defect densities, and the role of these defects near the
surfaces of Ag−Bi and Ag−Tl single crystals. The main
parameters extracted from our measurements and DFT
calculations are summarized in Figure 1c. Below, we first
describe how stroboSCAT enables extracting these parameters
and then discuss results for Ag−Bi and Ag−Tl single crystals.
We find that trap densities near the crystal surfaces (likely
halide vacancies) are very high, but the traps are shallow
enough to enable defect tolerance over the full carrier lifetimes,
resulting in carrier diffusion lengths exceeding 1 μm even in
the presence of such large trap densities. Despite these already
advantageous properties, we show that trap densities and

carrier−lattice interactions can be substantially modified
through crystal cleaving and annealing, suggesting that
carrier−defect interactions can be readily manipulated in
double perovskites to enhance their functional properties.
stroboSCAT is a time-resolved optical microscopy approach

that measures carrier-induced changes to light backscattering
(Figure S1).21 First, a nearly diffraction-limited pump pulse
(300 nm full-width at half-maximum, fwhm) excites electrons
into the conduction band of the semiconductor; a time-delayed
widefield probe then images how the optical scattering profile
of the material changes in response to pump excitation. The
probe is detected on a camera in a reflection geometry, with its
frequency detuned from the band-edge of the material. The
probe primarily senses pump-induced changes to the real part
of the material’s refractive index. Because charge carriers
modify the material’s local electric polarizability, the spatial
distribution of carriers and its evolution as a function of time
are directly imaged by the probe. The expansion of the carrier
distribution reports on the mean squared displacement, m.s.d.
= σ2(t) − σ2(0) = 2Dt, where σ2(t) is the variance of the
Gaussian function describing the spatial distribution of the
carriers at time t. D is the carrier diffusivity, related to the
mobility through the Einstein relation. The spatial sensitivity to
carrier motion is dictated by the signal-to-noise ratio rather
than the diffraction limit; for this study, a precision of

Dt2Δ ≈ 15 nm is obtained. We note here that we do not
currently have the ability to distinguish electron versus hole
contributions to the stroboSCAT contrast and therefore
observe an average of the two contributions. Ag−Bi under
current growth conditions is thought to be slightly p-type, and
Ag−Tl is thought to be slightly n-type;7,11 nevertheless,
because in both cases the estimated equilibrium excess carrier
densities (<1015 cm−3) are much lower than the initial

Figure 1. (a) Double perovskites Cs2AgBiBr6 (Ag−Bi) and Cs2AgTlBr6 (Ag−Tl) with Ag, Bi, Tl, Cs, and Br atoms represented as white,
orange, gray, turquoise, and brown spheres, respectively. (b) Band structures of Ag−Bi (left) and Ag−Tl (right) calculated with DFT-PBE0,
as described in Materials and Methods in the Supporting Information. (c) Measured and calculated material parameters related to charge
transport for Ag−Bi and Ag−Tl. The bandgap values are for the indirect X → L (Ag−Bi) and symmetry-forbidden Γ → Γ (Ag−Tl)
transitions. The electron effective mass is calculated as the isotropic average of the inverse second derivatives of the conduction band with
respect to the crystal momentum around the L- (Ag−Bi) and Γ- (Ag−Tl) points, as described in the Materials and Methods in the
Supporting Information. The reported mobilities are for cleaved Ag−Bi single crystals and unannealed Ag−Tl single crystals. See text for
details of all other parameters extracted from stroboSCAT measurements.
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photoinduced carrier densities in this study (>1017 cm−3), our
results are representative of ambipolar carrier transport in
intrinsic (undoped) Ag−Bi and Ag−Tl.
Although closely related to other spatiotemporally resolved

microscopies22,23 such as transient absorption microscopy24−26

and transient photoluminescence microscopy,27,28 stroboS-
CAT and related transient reflection microscopies21,29,30 are
mostly sensitive to processes occurring within ∼10−20 nm of
the crystal surface (with a tunable penetration depth
depending on probe wavelength and material absorption),
thus primarily reporting on near-surface rather than entirely
bulk dynamics. A reflection rather than transmission geometry
also enables probing thick and opaque materials such as the
millimeter-scale single crystals studied here. Using stroboS-
CAT, we resolve charge carrier motion over nine spatiotem-
poral orders of magnitude. Access to such multiscale
characterization is, as will be shown, necessary for these
materials that display spatiotemporally inhomogeneous
dynamics because of carrier−defect interactions.
In stroboSCAT and related spatiotemporally resolved

microscopies, tracking carrier diffusion out of an initially
diffraction-limited excitation spot has an important conse-
quence: the carrier density reduces substantially over time
because of both carrier recombination and diffusion. Thus,
density-dependent processes such as carrier trapping, carrier−
carrier scattering, and Auger recombination display time-
dependent behavior. Of particular importance to this study is
that the density of unfilled trap sites evolves over time (Figure
2a): at early times, the free carrier density can substantially
exceed the trap density, so that all traps are rapidly filled and
the majority of carriers sense a trap-saturated landscape.31 As
the density of carriers drops to below the trap density, the
number of unfilled traps increases, thus increasing the
proportion of trapped versus untrapped carriers. Defects can

either lie deep within the bandgap (Figure 2b, red, deep traps),
within a few kT of the conduction or valence bands (blue,
gold, shallow traps), or within the conduction/valence bands
(gray), at which point they act only as scattering sites. Each of
these defect types influences the mean squared expansion of
the photogenerated carrier distribution observed in stroboS-
CAT in a distinct way, either reducing or entirely stopping it,
as illustrated in Figure 2c. Here we exploit the defect
dependence of the time-dependent mean squared expansion
to characterize the density and type of near-surface defects in
double perovskites.
We begin by describing results on the archetypal double

perovskite Ag−Bi to benchmark our stroboSCAT measure-
ments of carrier lifetimes and mobilities against previous
reports. TRMC and SCLC measurements show mobilities in
the range of 1 < μ < 12 cm2/(V s),7,18 while lifetimes measured
from photoluminescence and transient absorption range from
600 ns < τ < 1.4 μs.10,12 Taken together, these numbers would
imply a charge carrier diffusion length of 1.7 μm < Ld < 10 μm,
assuming carriers retain the reported mobilities throughout
their lifetimes. Our stroboSCAT measurements concur with
previous photoluminescence lifetime measurements, showing a
rapid decay on the few-nanosecond time scale of ∼30% of the
photogenerated carrier population, followed by a slow ∼1.6 μs
lifetime for ∼70% of the carrier population (Figure
S2).10,12,13,32 The measured average carrier diffusivities (and
hence mobilities, μ), however, are not temporally uniform over
the lifetime of the carriers. Figure 3b displays a representative
mean squared displacement curve, showing a turnover from an
initial, fast diffusivity of 0.16 cm2/s (μ = 6 cm2/(V s)) to a
slower diffusivity of 0.007 cm2/s (μ = 0.27 cm2/(V s)) beyond
30 ns delay between pump and probe pulses. Fast initial
diffusivity could be due either to nonlinear recombination
processes (e.g., Auger recombination) being larger at the

Figure 2. Spatiotemporally resolved trapping and scattering using stroboSCAT. (a) Localized excitation creates a concentration gradient of
free charges (nc, blue stars) with a known peak concentration at time zero, which may be larger than the trap density (ntraps, gray dots), so
that most carriers experience a trap-saturated regime. The charges then diffuse out of the initial excitation volume, eventually reducing the
free charge concentration to below the trap density, thus crossing into a regime in which all carriers can be trapped (orange stars). (b)
Schematic energy-level diagram of a semiconductor with defects at different energy levels and (c) their expected effects on the measured
mean squared displacement (m.s.d.) of charges in stroboSCAT experiments. The different behaviors are color-coded with respect to defect
types labeled in (b). τ(nc ≈ ntraps) corresponds to the time at which the carrier density approaches the trap density in the material. For deep
traps (red), the m.s.d. turns over and eventually stagnates when all carriers are trapped. For shallow traps (blue and gold), the m.s.d. turns
over but keeps increasing throughout the lifetime of carriers, with a slope determined by the energy difference between the trap and the
conduction/valence band. For above-gap defects, the m.s.d. remains linear (diffusive) but the slope decreases compared to the defect-free
behavior (gray line compared to black line) as carrier−defect interactions increase.
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center of the excitation profile,25,28 where the carrier density is
largest, or to a change in carrier diffusivity. We rule out
nonlinear recombination through power-dependent measure-
ments that monitor the total carrier population decay in the
first few nanoseconds (largest carrier density) over pump
excitation fluences ranging from 35 to 115 μJ/cm2 (Figure S3).
The results show no nonlinearities over this range of fluences,
in accordance with previous measurements using ensemble
transient absorption,12 though nonlinear dynamics were
observed at lower fluences in polycrystalline thin films,18,19

where the grain boundaries may prevent carrier density from
decreasing as readily as in a single crystal over the nanosecond
duration of the excitation. In the measurements shown in
Figure 3, we use a fluence of 66 μJ/cm2 using 100 ps pulse-
width laser diodes, corresponding to a peak carrier density of 4
× 1018 cm−3. We show below that the desaturation of shallow
traps is likely responsible for the observed turnover in the
transport regime.
Previous temperature-dependent TRMC measurements18,19

in Ag−Bi identified shallow trapping as a key process in these
materials. Thermal fluctuations enable carriers in shallow traps
to detrap with a probability dictated by Boltzmann statistics. As
such, free carriers remain mobile throughout their lifetimes.
However, the measurements did not directly quantify the effect
of shallow trapping on charge mobility and overall diffusion
lengths. On the basis of these temperature-dependent TRMC
studies and the fact that our early time diffusivities correspond
closely to those reported in the literature using both SCLC7

and TRMC,18 we assign the fast-to-slow transition observed in
stroboSCAT measurements to a trap saturation effect (Figure
2). At early times, all traps are filled, and the observed
diffusivity corresponds to the charge diffusivity of free,

untrapped carriers in a lattice whose shallow traps are
saturated (Dsaturated). Past τturnover, traps become unsaturated
and the observed behavior provides an effective diffusivity for
shallowly trapped charges that remain partially mobile because
of occasional thermal detrapping (Dtrapped). A 23-fold lower
Dtrapped compared to Dsaturated implies a 23:1 ratio of trapped to
untrapped carriers once the carrier density has dropped below
the trap density. A Boltzmann ratio of 23 at room temperature
implies that traps have energies on the order of ∼80 meV
below (above) the conduction (valence) bands, i.e. of ∼3 kT.
We fit the m.s.d. to a phenomenological model that

assumes an exponentially decaying saturated-trap diffusivity
succumbing to a “baseline” effective diffusivity for trapped
charges, i.e. D = (Dsaturated − Dtrapped)e

−t/τturnover + Dtrapped,
which leads to an m.s .d . that can be fi t with

D D2 ( )turnover saturated trappedτ − × (1 e )t/ turnover− τ− + D t2 trapped .33

The fit quality and extracted parameters are shown in Figure
3b. Although empirical, the model provides an intuitive picture
of carrier transport behavior. Beyond the saturated-trap and
shallow-trapped carrier diffusivities, we extract a characteristic
τturnover time that enables extracting the approximate trap
density near the crystal surface. At τturnover = 15 ns, accounting
for carrier diffusion and recombination, the carrier density has
dropped by a factor of 18 compared to its t = 0 value of 4 ×
1018 cm−3, suggesting that the shallow trap density is ∼2 × 1017

cm−3. As will be seen below, the mobilities in the crystal bulk
are larger than near the surface, so that when accounting for
three-dimensional carrier diffusion, the carrier density at 15 ns
(and thus the trap density) may be closer to ∼1 × 1017 cm−3

(see methods in the Supporting Information). This number is
an order of magnitude greater than the trap density estimated
from bulk TRMC measurements of Ag−Bi single crystals (1016

Figure 3. Carrier diffusion in Ag−Bi. (a) Representative stroboSCAT time series on a Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystal. The pump is tuned to 440
nm with an initial carrier density of 4 × 1018 cm−3. The probe is tuned to 640 nm. Data at other excitation wavelengths are provided in
Figures S5 and S6. (b) Mean squared displacement (m.s.d.) for the data shown in panel a, obtained through Gaussian fits to the expanding
carrier distribution. Error bars are standard deviations derived from Gaussian fitting. The m.s.d. is nonlinear, exhibiting a turnover from high
to low diffusivity. We assign early time behavior to trap-saturated charge diffusivity in this material, and late-time behavior to an effective
diffusivity for charges being trapped and thermally detrapped from shallow trap states (corresponding to blue or gold scenarios in Figures
2b,c). The solid curve is a fit using an exponentially decaying diffusivity from Dsaturated to Dtrapped with a turnover time τ. The semilog scale
inset displays the high fit quality over 4 orders of magnitude in time. (c) Comparison of m.s.d. for the original crystal (black, same data as in
panel b) to m.s.d. for a freshly cleaved crystal (blue). Note the log scale. Dsaturated and Dtrapped are both ∼2.5 times larger in the freshly cleaved
crystal data, indicating lower lattice scattering compared to the as-made crystal; the turnover time is also twice as large, indicating less
trapping near the cleaved surface.
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cm−3),18 suggesting that trap densities are ∼10 times larger
near the surface than in the crystal bulk. Fluence-dependent
m.s.d. traces recorded with excitation densities down to 1017

cm−3 are shown in Figure S4, showing that the m.s.d.
approaches linear (diffusive) behavior with D ≈ Dtrapped as
the initial photoinduced carrier density is lowered below the
trap density. These results lend support to our hypothesis that
the turnover in the m.s.d. is indeed due to a trap-saturation
effect at early times.
With reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, we are able to follow

carrier dynamics down to a carrier density of ∼1015 cm−3 at
late times. In this late time regime there is no evidence of deep
trapping, which would halt diffusion and lead to a flat m.s.d.
versus time (red trace in Figure 2). This result thus provides an
upper bound of ∼1015 cm−3 for the deep trap density near the
surface of these materials. Under the excitation conditions
used, the ambipolar diffusion length of photogenerated
electrons and holes in Cs2AgBiBr6 as measured by

stroboSCAT is D D2 2 ( )saturated turnover trapped turnoverτ τ τ+ − =

1.6 μm. Under typical steady-state operating conditions with
solar irradiation, the traps would not be saturated. The carrier
diffusion length would then still reach ∼1.4 μm because of long
lifetimes and the predominance of shallow over deep trapping
(see the Supporting Information for more detail).
To further test our hypothesis regarding the two transport

regimes observed in stroboSCAT, we measure carrier transport
near a freshly cleaved crystal surface. A freshly cleaved surface
typically exhibits lower impurity concentrations, heterogene-
ities, and trap densities, owing primarily to briefer atmospheric
and solvent exposure.34 Spontaneous halogen degassing from
the crystal surface and finite halide vacancy diffusivities may
also give rise to larger vacancy densities near an original crystal
facet than at a freshly cleaved facet that has not had time to
fully equilibrate with its surroundings. To ensure the cleaved
surface is as representative of the bulk as possible, we cleave
the crystal in a nitrogen glovebox with <1 ppm of O2 and H2O,
place the cleaved surface on an optical substrate, immediately
drop-cast a solution of PMMA on top of it, and perform
stroboSCAT measurements within 3 h of cleaving. A
comparison of the measured m.s.d. under the same excitation
conditions for cleaved versus as-made crystals is shown in
Figure 3. A similar dual transport regime is observed in the
cleaved crystals. With lower shallow-trap densities, one would
expect a longer turnover time but unchanged early time
diffusivities. We indeed observe a longer turnover time of 31
ns, implying a shallow trap density of (3−4) × 1016 cm−3 after
accounting for carrier recombination and three-dimensional
bulk diffusion. This number is closer to that estimated for the
bulk of Ag−Bi single crystals from TRMC measurements,18

suggesting the freshly cleaved surface is indeed more
representative of the bulk than the original surface. The longer
turnover time (lower trap density) is to be expected for the
freshly cleaved surface. An unexpected observation, however, is
the larger diffusivities at both early and late times, indicating
lower carrier−lattice scattering (Figure 2, gray and black
traces) near the cleaved compared to the original surface. With
the measured diffusivities of Dsaturated = 0.4 cm2/s (μ = 16 cm2/
(V s)) and Dtrapped = 0.018 cm2/s (μ = 0.7 cm2/(V s)) near the
cleaved surface, the diffusion length under current exper-
imental conditions is 2.4 μm. Under solar fluences (unfilled
traps), the diffusion length would be 1.6 μm. Should traps be
passivated to operate in a fully trap-saturated regime at solar

fluences, the diffusion length would be 11 μm. Such large
diffusion lengths, even in the trap-limited regime, make these
materials promising for a range of electronic devices.
The observed changes in Dsaturated and Dtrapped near the

cleaved versus original surface provide an interesting
opportunity to study carrier−lattice interactions. Carrier−
lattice scattering occurs primarily through carrier−phonon or
carrier−charged defect scattering,35 which are distinct
processes from carrier trapping. Although lower carrier
scattering at the cleaved surface is phenomenologically
different from the lower trapping probability, these effects
may be mechanistically related, as described below. Halide
vacancies are prime contenders for shallow trapping in halide
perovskites; their formation enthalpies are relatively low, and
they typically form shallow traps within a few kT of the
conduction band.36−40 Degassing of Br2 was also observed with
mass spectrometry in a related double perovskite (Ag−Tl).11
We therefore assign the observed shallow trapping primarily to
halide vacancies that form spontaneously through halogen
degassing from the surface, leading to a lower vacancy
concentration in the bulk than near the surface. The lower
vacancy concentration at the cleaved surface is expected to
increase both τturnover, because of slower trap desaturation, and
Dtrapped because of lower carrier−trap encounter in the
unsaturated regime. The observed increase of Dsaturated,
however, cannot be readily explained through a change in
shallow trapping probability. Instead, it must be due to lower
carrier−lattice scattering near the freshly cleaved surface.
Assuming the 2.5× increase in Dtrapped is fully accounted for by
a lower carrier−unfilled trap encounter rate, the concomitant
2.5× increase in Dsaturated must be explained by a mechanism
affecting only the early time trap-saturated regime. As such, we
hypothesize that f illed traps increase carrier scattering, either
through neutral defect scattering or through increased lattice
disorder.41,42 Indeed, filled traps can significantly distort the
local lattice,43 introducing disorder that likely leads to greater
carrier−lattice scattering. Thus, with decreased shallow trap
densities near the cleaved surface, the early time encounter rate
of free charges with filled traps is decreased; similarly, the
encounter rate of free charges with unfilled traps is decreased
at late times by an equivalent factor, explaining the
concomitant increase of Dsaturated and Dtrapped near the cleaved
surface. Future direct identification of the nature of defects in
these materials, and theoretical treatments of the effect of filled
traps on polaronic transport, will be needed to confirm our
hypothesis.
Although Ag−Bi shows promising diffusive properties, its

relatively large and indirect bandgap within the visible region
would negatively affect its ability to harvest a significant
fraction of solar photons for photovoltaic applications.
Recently, an exceptionally low direct but symmetry-forbidden
bandgap of 0.95 eV was achieved through Tl substitution for
Bi,11 heavily perturbing the material band structure (Figure 1)
and enabling appreciable absorptivity across the visible
spectrum of (4−5) × 104 cm−1. The lack of photo-
luminescence and the low bandgap in this material complicate
lifetime and mobility characterization with traditional
approaches. stroboSCAT’s reliance on nonresonant back-
scattering, however, helps to circumvent these difficulties.
The carrier lifetimes in as-made single crystals of Ag−Tl are
similar to Ag−Bi: we measure the major (68%) lifetime
component as 1.3 μs (Figure S7), corroborating TRMC
lifetime measurements.11 The carrier m.s.d (Figure 4) for Ag−
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Tl looks qualitatively similar to that for Ag−Bi, with a fast
transport regime followed by a slower one. We thus use the
same model to fit and interpret the data. In as-made
(uncleaved, unannealed) crystals, the fast transport regime
has Dsaturated = 1.2 cm2/s (μ = 47 cm2/(V s)), which is as high
as for single crystals of archetypal methylammonium lead
iodide and bromide perovskites.44 Shallow trapping results in
Dtrapped = 0.04 cm2/s (μ = 1.6 cm2/(V s)) at late times. The
turnover time of 16 ns suggests a near-surface shallow trap
density of ∼1016 cm−3, comparable to the cleaved surface of
Ag−Bi. The 30:1 ratio in early versus late time diffusivities
implies a shallow trap lying 87 meV below (above) the
conduction (valence) band, again similar to Ag−Bi. The 3×
faster transport in as-made Ag−Tl compared to cleaved Ag−Bi
is quantitatively consistent with the calculated electron
effective masses (Figure 1b,c), and with the expected linear
relationship between bandgap and effective mass. The
measured diffusivities and calculated effective masses can be
used to estimate carrier−lattice scattering times of ∼4 fs for
both materials, remarkably similar to that measured in
methylammonium lead iodide perovskites at room temper-
ature45 and implying similarly strong electron−phonon
coupling in these double perovskites.
Thermal annealing of Ag−Tl is known to promote bromide

loss as Br2 vapor from the crystal surface, resulting in two
cationic halide vacancies and two electrons donated to the
material for each Br2 molecule that leaves the material.11 This
process allows measuring the effect of a specific type of
defectthe halide vacancyand further testing of our
hypotheses on carrier−defect interactions in double perov-
skites. In Ag−Tl crystals annealed on a hot plate in a nitrogen
glovebox at 100 °C for 4 days, stroboSCAT shows Dsaturated and
Dtrapped are reduced by factors of 8 and 3, respectively (Figure
4). The turnover time is not affected by annealing, but we put
forth that this congruence is a misleading coincidence:
accounting for the much slower carrier diffusion, a turnover
time of 16 ns in annealed crystals implies a near-surface
shallow trap density of ∼2.5 × 1017 cm−3, a 25-fold increase in
shallow trap density induced by annealing. These results lend
support to the hypothesis advanced for Ag−Bi that halide
vacancies are responsible for both shallow trapping (when
unfilled) and carrier−lattice scattering (when filled). Never-

theless, the inequivalent respective ∼8-fold and ∼3-fold
decreases in the fast (early) and slow (late) transport regimes
indicate that multiple factors contribute to the reduced
mobilities in annealed Ag−Tl crystals. Indeed, annealing may
reduce the densities of other types of traps.7 A reduction in
trap sites other than halide vacancies, in combination with an
increase in halide vacancies, would indeed cause a more
modest reduction in Dtrapped than Dsaturated, as observed. Thus,
although halide vacancies appear to dominate carrier−defect
and affect carrier−lattice interactions in double perovskites, the
defect chemistry in these materials is likely complex, with
defect−lattice, defect−carrier, and defect−defect interactions
all contributing to the local electronic and phononic band
dispersions.
Overall, the calculated total diffusion length over the full

carrier lifetimes of 1.3 μs under current experimental
conditions for unannealed Ag−Tl crystals approaches an
impressive 4 μm. At solar fluences, for which traps would not
be saturated to the extent that they are in our present
measurements, the diffusion length would be 2 μm. In a
scenario in which all traps are saturated (trap density < 1014

cm−3 for solar fluences), the diffusion lengths would approach
18 μm. These diffusion lengths, even in the trap-limited
regime, rival the best lead iodide perovskites.46−50 Notwith-
standing the toxicity of thallium, this low-bandgap material is
therefore fundamentally prone to achieving high solar cell
efficiencies even in the presence of a high density of shallow
traps if one could fabricate thin films on the order of 300−500
nm, which would absorb the majority of visible solar radiation.
Further development of double perovskite band structures to
reach properties similar to Ag−Tl with nontoxic substituents
should thus be actively pursued.51 Methods to passivate traps,
in particular at the material surface, would dramatically
enhance the already-promising functional properties of double
perovskites.
Indirect- and symmetry-forbidden bandgap double perov-

skites appear as promising optoelectronic materials because of
their long carrier lifetimes and modest-to-good charge carrier
mobilities. Creating materials with symmetry-forbidden
bandgaps in the near-infrared, and with an energetically
narrow symmetry-forbidden region, such as in Ag−Tl, is a
powerful design principle for photovoltaic materials: visible-
light absorption coefficients remain high, but carriers quickly
relax to the band-edge where recombination is forbidden,
leading to long carrier lifetimes.11 Carrier−defect interactions
in the studied double perovskites predominantly involve halide
vacancies, which are energetically shallow (∼80−90 meV) and
form spontaneously through bromine degassing from the
crystal surface. When filled by charges, the resulting neutral
defects appear to also contribute to carrier−lattice scattering
through the introduction of local structural disorder. Never-
theless, because the trap sites are energetically shallow, they
enable defect tolerance through thermal detrapping; carriers
thus remain mobile throughout their lifetimes, albeit at
substantially reduced mobilities compared to their trap-free
mobilities. We demonstrated that despite the large trap
densities, particularly near surfaces, the double perovskite
crystals studied herein possess large diffusion lengths exceeding
1 μm that rival archetypal lead iodide perovskites. These trap-
limited diffusion lengths exceed those necessary for useful
charge extraction in optoelectronic devices. Approaches to
passivate surfaces to suppress surface-mediated defects would
likely enable operating close to a trap-saturated regime at solar

Figure 4. Carrier diffusion in Ag−Tl. m.s.d. extracted from
stroboSCAT measurements for the same crystal of Cs2AgTlBr6
before and after annealing on a hot plate in a nitrogen glovebox at
100 °C for 4 days. The solid curves are fits using the same
exponentially decaying diffusivity model as that used for Ag−Bi.
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fluences, leading to diffusion lengths exceeding 18 μm and
rivaling the very best semiconductors in terms of the ratio of
diffusion length to absorption cross section. Finally, we
demonstrated the power and importance of spatiotemporally
resolving carrier transport over their full lifetimes in defective
materials, thus quantifying and decoupling the effects of
shallow versus deep trapping versus lattice scattering, as well as
near-surface versus bulk contributions to the overall mobility of
carriers. Continued systematic studies that disentangle the
various contributions to effective carrier mobilities in
heterogeneous materials will help design solution-processed,
defect-tolerant devices with predictively tuned and beneficial
carrier−defect interactions.
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